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FULLY AUTOMATED VISUAL RADIO



ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION 
FOR YOUR RADIO STATION

○ Automated camera control and switching

○ Integrated with major Audio Consoles

○ Integrated with major Playout Softwares

○ Video player

○ Graphics and character generator

○ Live Streaming

○ HD Recording

○ Publishing to video platforms and social media



AI DRIVEN SYSTEM
multiCAM RADIO uses the power of Artificial 
Intelligence to automate video production in 
audio conferencing systems.

It is as though we took the brain of a director 
to create  dynamic and professional video 
with no human intervention.



VIDEO 
FOLLOWS 
AUDIO
multiCAM RADIO uses audio 
detection to select the best 
camera shot and to focus the 
speaker.

AI offers diversity to produce a 
broadcast quality video 
automatically.



Once system is connected, 
it takes 30 min. to configure.

1. Worskpace design
A basic overview of your studio that becomes an 
interactive map for Semi-Automated mode (click 
on a microphone to force the system to focus on a 
specific speaker)

2. Audio Console
Just select your IP Console from the list (Axia, 
DHD, Lawo,...) or declare any AOIP channel (Dante, 
Livewire, Wheatnet,...)

3. Camera presets
Create your camera shots for each microphones 
and the AI will pickup the good one at the right 
moment according to speaking detection.

EASY-TO-SETUP



- up to 4x NDI / IP sources

- up to 4x SDI sources

- up to 8x SDI sources

Expand number of cameras by using a video 
matrix controlled by multiCAM system.

Choose “MULTIROOM” option to use only one 
server for multiple studios and 
configurations.

SOFTWARE & 
HARDWARE

A large choice of server boxes



INTEGRATED AUDIO CONSOLES
multiCAM is compliant with all major brands



INTEGRATED PLAYOUT SOFTWARES
multiCAM is compliant with all major brands



INTEGRATED PTZ CAMERAS
multiCAM is compliant with all major brands/models

Other brands/models are also integrated but not recommended due to a lack of reliable protocol:
BirdDog, PTZ Optics, VHD, Axis, Avonic



Anytime, 
you can override audio

By clicking on a specific microphone on 
the interface, you force system to focus 
on the speaker. Release or wait few 
seconds to go back to automation.

TOUCH & CONTROL



Directly designed in the 
system

Import your logos, fonts and pictures. 
Design graphics according to the 
branding.

Graphic scenes automatically triggered 
by playout metadata.

GRAPHICS



A TURNKEY SOLUTION.
A POWERFUL VIDEO STATION.

Complete feature pack out of the box.
Everything you need from a professional video system. 

multiCAM RADIO delivers all necessary functionalities for live video production and broadcasting.



Simple. Elegant. Better.

multiCAM RADIO offers a professional 
platform to Radio Stations who need 
high-quality automated video production.

Simplicity helps integration partners to 
achieve great installation with cost and 
time reduction.



● SWR (Südwestrundfunk) [Germany]

● SRF [Switzerland]

● Radio France [France]

● Polskie Radio [Poland]

● NHPR [USA]

● Rogers [Canada]

● Renascença [Chili]

● Dubai Eye [Qatar]

● BBC [UK]

● etc…
●

MAIN REFERENCES



Contact
Stan Walbert
stan@multicam-systems.com
+33 6 64 43 05 75
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